THE RINGMASTER
A horror film. Upon release from prison, an imprisoned child-molesting clown sells his soul
to the devil and seeks revenge on a Pastor's family that helped place him there.
Smiles the Clown, 30, a pedophile, leaves a traveling circus with his 5 year old son, Rodney.
Smiles arrives in Las Vegas and goes to a church to see a pastor about birthday party jobs.
A decade later, Smiles' son, 17, is picking up his father at a birthday party at Pastor Ward's
home. Rodney finds his father, Smiles, upstairs taking advantage of the pastor's 5 year old
son. Rodney argues with his father and leaves Las Vegas. Rodney heads to L.A. to pursue a
music career. The Pastor confronts Smiles. Smiles threatens the Pastor's family. Smiles goes
on trial, but little Johnny Ward is too afraid and can't testify against Smiles. The Pastor
goes out of his way to find another boy who does testify. Smiles is thrown in jail for a ten
year sentence.
Another decade passes. Pastor's son, Johnny Ward, now 15, an outsider, is in high school,
getting bullied. Smiles is set for release. In his prison belongings is his clown costume and
a mini-carousel. The mini-carousel was this toy he found in his tent at the traveling circus.
It has evil powers. Smiles uses it to connect with Satan to sell his own soul and collect souls
for Satan. Smiles, in clown costume, seeks revenge on those who took advantage of him in
prison. Smiles kills them. With every murder, his power increases. It's a warm-up for his
revenge on the Pastor. While Smiles sells his soul to Satan, his son, Rodney, has become a
rockstar known as Fix, the Ringmaster. His band, Dark Circus, is performing a concert
one night. Fix, loses it on stage as he sees a glimpse of Smiles in his clown suit in the
audience. His self-destructive drug addiction overcomes him. He leaves the show and
collapses in an alley. Fix' body rises up into the air and vanishes into a bright blue light.
While Smiles has become an advocate for evil, his son has died and been reborn as an angel.
Fix' mission is to protect the Pastor's family, especially his son, Johnny Ward.
Fix announces a free concert in a park. His plan is to collect these bad subjects including
Smiles and the bullies together in one place called The Funhouse. It's like purgatory.
The Funhouse is a true battle for all of their souls, Smiles, the bullies, and the Pastor's family.
Which path do each take? The good path or the bad path? In the end, good triumphs over
evil. Fix tells Smiles that the mini-carousel not only had an evil red light, but a good
blue light as well. With a combination of the mini-carousel now shining the blue good light,
Johnny Ward now has a second chance to testify against Smiles in the court of the
Funhouse. Smiles' power weakens and he dies.
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